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Total Products 1-9/16 Show 9 15 30 45 Full page: Page 2 Products 10-16/16 total Show 9 15 30 45 Full page: Optimus only uses thrown acrylic tubes from premium name brand suppliers® such as Plexiglas® by Arkema and Polycast™ by Spartech. Cast acrylic tube is one of the most
difficult types of acrylic, but the quality is the second highest. The benefits of casting are not small: highly fracture-resistant, highly stain resistant and excellent optical clarity. In fact, our cast acrylic is much stronger than saffical and almost impossible to break. Feel free to have the hexaxaly
key furniture in place, our block does not blink. CAST VS EXTRUDED ACRYLIC TUBE Unlike cast, an extruded acrylic tube can be very cheap to buy and easy to manufacture. Therefore, almost every water-rationing company uses extruded. But extruded acrylic is not suitable for liquid
cooling parts. Extruded is prone to stress and spider net fractures from meming and expanding/contracting during temporary fluctuations. CAST VSINJECTION MOLDED NYLON TUBE As extruded acrylic, injection-formed nylon has similar drawbacks, including +/- 10% expansion
variability and high fluid retention, all sources of stress. Injection molding requires self-threading screws instead of CNCed threads, which means that nylon accuracy and service life are very low. CASTVS BOROSILICATE GLASS TUBE Borosilicate glass, while looking great, has its own
challenges. The glass cannot be machined, which requires additional support to create a seal, opening up a new set of potential leakage problems. Although borosilicate glass is much cheaper than cast acrylic, cast provides incredible durability and reliability while matching the clarity of the
glass. Article No: 1011327 We use cookies. Some of them are technically necessary (for example, in a shopping cart), others help us improve our website and provide you with a better user experience. You accept the following cookies by clicking Accept All. For more information, see your
privacy settings, where you can also change your choice at any time. Just go to the page with the privacy policy. Zu unseren Datenschutzbestimmungen. Google Analytics: Tracking and analyzing Individuelle Einstellungen Accept only technically necessary Accept all You don't have
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order. Items that we buy at the time of purchase, this is usually for very expensive items, items with very slow driving speeds, or special items Item is in stock. We're out of stuff and it's expected to arrive today. The product has run out of stock and is estimated to arrive on the given date. The
item is built on order. When you change the settings, the inventory status is updated automatically according to your selection. The item has run out of inventory and the estimated delivery date is currently unknown. Page 2 Order before inventory is available and book your seat in the
queue. You will be charged during your order. Items that we buy at the time of purchase, this is usually for very expensive items, items with very slow driving speeds, or special items Item is in stock. We're out of stuff and it's expected to arrive today. The product has run out of stock and is
estimated to arrive on the given date. The item is built on order. When you change settings, inventory status automatically according to your choice. The item has run out of inventory and the estimated delivery date is currently unknown. Page 3 of 3 order before inventory is available and
book your place in the queue. You will be charged during your order. Items that we buy at the time of purchase, this is usually for very expensive items, items with very slow driving speeds, or special items Item is in stock. We're out of stuff and it's expected to arrive today. The product has
run out of stock and is estimated to arrive on the given date. The item is built on order. When you change the settings, the inventory status is updated automatically according to your selection. The item has run out of inventory and the estimated delivery date is currently unknown. Page 4
Order before inventory is available and book your seat in the queue. You will be charged during your order. Items that we buy at the time of purchase, this is usually for very expensive items, items with very slow driving speeds, or special items Item is in stock. We're out of stuff and it's
expected to arrive today. The product has run out of stock and is estimated to arrive on the given date. The item is built on order. When you change the settings, the inventory status is updated automatically according to your selection. The item has run out of inventory and the estimated
delivery date is currently unknown. Page 5 Order before inventory is available and book your place in the queue. You will be charged during your order. Items that we buy at the time of purchase, this is usually for very expensive items, items with very slow driving speeds, or special items
Item is in stock. We're out of stuff and it's expected to arrive today. The product has run out of stock and is estimated to arrive on the given date. The item is built on order. When you change the settings, the inventory status is updated automatically according to your selection. The item has
run out of inventory and the estimated delivery date is currently unknown. Page 6 Order before inventory is available and book your seat in the queue. You will be charged during your order. Items that we buy at the time of purchase, this is usually for very expensive items, items with very
slow driving speeds, or special items Item is in stock. We're out of stuff and it's expected to arrive today. The product has run out of stock and is estimated to arrive on the given date. The item is built on order. When you change the settings, the inventory status is updated automatically
according to your selection. The item has run out of inventory and the estimated delivery date is currently unknown. Page 7 Order before inventory is available and book your seat in the queue. You will be charged during your order. Items that we buy at the time of purchase, this is usually
for very expensive items, items with very slow driving speeds, or special items Item is in stock. We're out of stuff and it's expected to arrive today. Item not in stock estimated to arrive on the given date. The item is built on order. When you change the settings, the inventory status is updated
automatically according to your selection. The item has run out of inventory and the estimated delivery date is currently unknown. Page 8 Order before inventory is available and book your seat in the queue. You will be charged during your order. Items that we buy at the time of purchase,
this is usually for very expensive items, items with very slow driving speeds, or special items Item is in stock. We're out of stuff and it's expected to arrive today. The product has run out of stock and is estimated to arrive on the given date. The item is built on order. When you change the
settings, the inventory status is updated automatically according to your selection. The item has run out of inventory and the estimated delivery date is currently unknown. Time.
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